Introduction {#s1}
============

The pharmacological journey of curing pain and inflammation has witnessed several *eureka* moments of its own with synthesis of aspirin, in the late nineteenth century, being one of the most notable development. However, the underlying mechanism of action of this wonder drug remained largely elusive for the next seven decades. It was not until 1971 when J. R. Vane and co-workers delineated the mechanistic insights into the action of aspirin and aspirin-like drugs, better known as Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs), theoretically bolstered by the subsequent experimental findings of Smith and Willis [@pone.0090637-Vane1]--[@pone.0090637-Smith1]. The mechanism of aspirin action was centred on the reduction of prostaglandin levels, ringed derivatives of open chain fatty acids, thereby regulating the inflammatory responses mediated by these prostaglandins. The proposed theory was not only capable of explaining the prostaglandin inhibitory mechanisms of NSAIDs, but it also suggested the inherent cause of their attributed side-effects that evidently appeared in the course of treatment when these drugs were administered. Later, it was observed that the NSAIDs act upon the prostaglandin synthesis pathway affecting its production by inhibiting the rate limiting enzyme cyclooxygenase (COX; E.C. 1.14.99.1; later to be known as cyclooxygenase-1 or COX-1) [@pone.0090637-Vane2]. On the quest to identify better inhibitors of COX, modifications were made to the existing drugs and new analogs were introduced to achieve higher effectiveness with lower side-effect profile. When the development of new leads targeting COX was conceived to reach a saturation point, a second isoform, cyclooxygenases-2 (COX-2), was purified in 1991, independently by the groups of Simmons and Herschman [@pone.0090637-Xie1], [@pone.0090637-Kujubu1]. This new isoform was found to be inducible unlike its constitutive counterpart; thereby, promptly becoming a favourite target for selective COX-2 inhibitors or *coxibs*. The coxibs were different in their mode of action and unlike their antediluvian partners as they targeted specifically the inducible COX-2, with over 50 fold selectivity, without altering the activity of the constitutive isoform COX-1 [@pone.0090637-Warner1].

At the pathway level, cyclooxygenases convert arachidonic acid (AA) into prostaglandins through a two-step catalytic mechanism; initially oxidising the AA to an intermediate prostaglandin called hydroperoxy endoperoxide (PGG~2~), the cyclooxygenation step, and subsequently reducing it into the hydroxyl endoperoxide (PGH~2~) that serves as the precursor for various prostanoids, the peroxidation step [@pone.0090637-Vane3]. Belonging to the myeloperoxidase superfamily, cyclooxygenases are homodimeric membrane-bound proteins comprising of three functional domains: the N-terminal epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like domain, the membrane binding domain, and the C-terminal catalytic domain [@pone.0090637-Chandrasekharan1], [@pone.0090637-Kurumbail1]. The catalytic domain harbours the active site which is placed at the end of a long hydrophobic cavity covering the area between the membrane binding domain all the way to the heme group [@pone.0090637-Claria1]. COX enzymes facilitate the production of prostaglandins that perform a number of colligated physiological processes which may differ with the site of their action. They most prominently promote tissue growth by inhibiting apoptosis, especially in the case of tissue damage repair [@pone.0090637-Cao1], and enhance the DNA-synthesis mechanism by increasing cell proliferation and cell motility [@pone.0090637-Kimura1]. COX-1 is unremittingly expressed throughout different tissues of the body and is concerned with homeostasis and other housekeeping functions, like maintenance of gastric mucosa, regulating the function of kidneys and platelet aggregation [@pone.0090637-Vane3], [@pone.0090637-Kurumbail2]. COX-2, on the contrary, is both constitutive and inducible in nature. It is known to express normally in the tissues of brain and spinal cord where it determines the inflammatory pain response, mediated by interleukin-1β [@pone.0090637-Samad1], and possibly regulates the process of fever development [@pone.0090637-Mouihate1]. It can also be induced across the various tissues of the body in response to specific inflammatory and tumourogenic signals. The two isoforms differ broadly in terms of their gene locus, gene size, number of exons, functional mRNA size, spectrum of substrate utilisation, residual changes in specific positions in the protein active site and side pocket, and, above all, the way they influence certain physiological process [@pone.0090637-Turini1]. The molecular weight, however, of both COX-1 and COX-2 proteins is ∼68 kD and both isoforms have the ability to perform similar tasks of catalysing the rate limiting step in conversion of essential fatty acids to desired prostaglandins. The intriguing difference in the genetic makeover and the structure-function integrity of these isoforms is not very well understood as it is observed that when COX-1 is knocked-out, COX-2 is normally synthesized by the cell and it carries out the general function of COX-1 without triggering inflammation or hyperproliferation [@pone.0090637-Langenbach1], [@pone.0090637-Zimmermann1].

Recent reports have suggested a negative correlation between the administration of NSAIDs and carcinogenic proliferations of different tissue-types, like breast, oesophagus [@pone.0090637-Corley1], prostate [@pone.0090637-Mahmud1], gastrointestinal tract [@pone.0090637-Wang1] and most significant of the large intestine (colon and rectum) [@pone.0090637-GarciaRodriguez1], hinting towards an inherent link between inflammation and malignancy. In accordance to these findings, it was clear that COX-2 was in some manner related to tumour progression. The molecular investigation unearthed a nexus between different tumorigenic signalling cascades and their association with the inducible activity of COX-2. It was observed that expression of COX-2 mRNA was enhanced, through the protein kinase C pathway (PKC) and RAS-signalling cascade, in the presence of tumour promoting signals, like cytokines and growth factors [@pone.0090637-Subbaramaiah1]. Additionally, in the case of colon cancer progression, COX-2 significantly controlled the apoptotic pathway by upregulating BCL-2 through Ras-mitogen activated protein kinase (Ras-MAPK) /ERK pathways, thus helping the tumour cells to evade apoptosis [@pone.0090637-Sheng1]. These findings buttressed the argument that controlling the COX-2 activity was directly linked to a reduction in the cellular malignancy and therefore the COX-2 was an important target for both anti-inflammatory and anti-cancer therapy.

In contrast to the synthetic drugs, natural products have been used since antiquity to cure pain and inflammation. Initial concoctions for curing pain were prepared from the barks of the willow tree (*Salix sp.*) by Hippocrates and dates as early as 400 B.C. [@pone.0090637-Mahdi1]. It was later identified by Raffaele Piria, in the year 1838, that the active principle of the essential oil extracted from willow tree was associated with its salicylic acid content [@pone.0090637-Vlot1]. Subsequently, a major breakthrough was achieved in the year 1897 when Felix Hoffman, an employee with the Bayer & Co. acetylated the natural salicylates to form acetyl salicylic acid, better to be known as aspirin [@pone.0090637-Vane4]. This naturally derived drug became a huge success story. There were little revelations from the arena of natural products and soon the tide shifted largely towards the synthetically derived compounds. However, the advent of the twenty-first century was greeted with a burgeoning world population, with new anomalies and a voracious appetite for drug consumption. There was an inherent need to introduce new therapeutic lead molecules with innovative action and higher effectiveness profile. This forced, both, the pharmaceutical industry and the research community to subsequently look for new and better formulations thus, retracting the course of identification of novel compounds back towards the nature.

Since then, several Plant Derived Molecular Entities (PDMEs) have become an important component of present pharmaceutical industries with various formulations currently under clinical trial [@pone.0090637-Saklani1]. It is worth mentioning that a wide range of PDMEs show significant anti-inflammatory properties by targeting arachidonic acid pathway (extensively review by [@pone.0090637-Calixto1]). Studies have indicated that isolates possessing anti-inflammatory activity also own significant anticancer properties. Among the most significant ones, PDMEs like curcumin, isolated from turmeric, epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), a polyphenol from green tea, and resveratrol from grapes, have a strong anti-inflammatory property and are proven anticancer agents, achieving this by suppressing the NF-κB signalling and, in turn, regulating the expression and activation of COX-2 [@pone.0090637-Surh1]. Similar activities have been observed with ajoene, a phytochemical isolate from garlic, which showed an enhanced activity against COX-2, IC~50~ of 3.4 μM, by targeting the mRNA expression [@pone.0090637-Dirsch1]. Natural products, therefore, are an important source of lead molecules which can be innovatively manipulated to bring about better formulations with increased activity.

*Swertia chirayita*, a medicinal herb growing at an altitudinal range of 1200 to 3200 m around the Himalayan and sub-Himalayan terrains of Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan, and Tibet, has been used for centuries by the traditional healers to cure malarial fever and arthritic pain. *S. chirayita* contains a variety of phytochemicals which encompass alkaloids, xanthones, phenols, terpinoids, flavonoids, iridoids and secoiridoids [@pone.0090637-Brahmachari1]. Concoctions prepared from *S. chirayita* have important therapeutic implications, like as a hepatoprotective, an antipyretic, an anthelmintic, a hypoglycaemic, and an anticancer agent. Recent reports have suggested that treatment with a crude extract of *S. chirayita* containing mangiferin, amarogentin, and swertiamarine show a positive correlation with the reduction in blood sugar [@pone.0090637-Phoboo1]. It has also been observed that the chloroform and butanol soluble fractions of the methanolic extract of the plant are effective against the hepatotoxicity induced by carbon tetrachloride and paracetamol, evidently proving its hepatoprotective properties [@pone.0090637-Karan1], [@pone.0090637-Karan2]. *S. chirayita* harbours great anti-cancer properties, as it was found that, both crude and purified, extracts were potent anticarcinogen and activators of apoptosis which they achieved by upregulating the phase II detoxifying enzymes [@pone.0090637-Saha1]. Therefore, this plant tenders itself as an excellent bioresource for new lead compound identification which could be effective for targeted therapies.

Among the various chemical constituents present in *S. chirayita*, amarogentin \[[Figure 1](#pone-0090637-g001){ref-type="fig"}\], a bitter secoiridoid glycoside, is a proven anti-lieshmanial agent [@pone.0090637-Ray1] and an activator of human bitter taste receptor hTAS2R50 [@pone.0090637-Behrens1]. The compound has a unique property of functioning as a targeted entity for site directed therapies, as well as for undirected ones [@pone.0090637-Medda1]. Recent studies have addressed that amarogentin can act against liver carcinogenesis by regulating the activity of G1/S cell cycle checkpoint kinase in carbon tetrachloride (CCl~4~)/N-nitrosodiethylamine (NDEA) -induced liver carcinogenesis in mouse models [@pone.0090637-Pal1]. In another interesting experiment Saha and co-workers reported that in case of mouse skin carcinogenesis model, amarogentin curtailed the tumour progression by downlegulating the expression of COX-2 and agonistically influencing the apoptotic mechanism governed by Caspase-3, with an IC~50~ of 0.5 mg, though, the maximum activity was observed at a concentration of 0.2 mg/mouse, much lower than the estimated IC~50~ [@pone.0090637-Saha2]. The study provided a strong *in vitro* experimental proof of potential anti-carcinogenic activity of amarogentin, which it achieved by abating the hyperproliferative capacity of COX-2. Though, this study did not report any deleterious gastrointestinal ulceration in the murine models used, there was also no mention of the selectivity of amarogentin for the inducible isoform over the constitutive one. So, to support the fact that amarogentin can actually be regarded as a potential inhibitor of COX-2, it has to be specifically selective for the induced isoform.

![Structure of Amarogentin, a secoiridoid glycoside from *Swertia chirayita*.\
Amarogentin consists of three essential subgroups, the iridoid group, the glucose moiety and the biphenyl-triol rings.](pone.0090637.g001){#pone-0090637-g001}

We, therefore, took-up the task to understand the molecular mechanism of amarogentin action on both COX-1 and COX-2, which can suggest a possible selectivity for the induced isoform over the constitutive one. To achieve this objective, we applied the computer-aided drug discovery methods like molecular modelling, molecular docking and molecular dynamic simulation. Initially, the structures of both isoforms were modelled and after quality assurance, they were minimized for docking. Comparative docking analysis of amarogentin was performed against the selected FDA approved lead molecules to get a comparative overview of its expected activity. The docked structures of amarogentin and three selective COX inhibitors, that is celecoxib, valdecoxib and etoricoxib, with lowest binding energies were subjected to a molecular dynamic simulation analysis to observe the stability of the protein- ligand complex. Finally, the binding free energy calculation was performed on the post-simulation complexes to validate the attributed energy values for ligand, protein and the protein-ligand complex. The larger focus of the present study, however, was to highlight amarogentin as possible selective inhibitors of COX-2, enabling further research and development of novel drugs derived from this PDME.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Homology modelling of the target proteins {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------

The protein sequences for Human COX-1 \[Uniprot ID: P23219\] and COX-2 \[Uniprot ID: P35354\] were retrieved from the Uniprot Knowledgebase [@pone.0090637-1]. Subsequently, these sequences were subjected to a pairwise alignment using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for protein sequences (BLASTp) [@pone.0090637-Altschul1] against the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [@pone.0090637-Bernstein1] to find suitable template structures for both the proteins. In this regard, the crystal structure of *Ovis aeris* COX-1 \[PDB Id: 1DIY\], at a resolution of 3.00Å, with 94% identity and 92% query coverage, and the crystal structure of *Mus musculus* COX-2 \[PDB Id: 1CVU\], at a resolution of 2.40Å, with an overall identity of 88% and a query coverage of 91%, were selected as templates for COX-1 and COX-2, respectively. The residue numbering, used here, is different from the residue numbering of the selected PDB templates, for instance, residue numbering in COX-1 model numbering is one minus the residue number in 1DIY (for example, Arg 120 in 1DIY is Arg 119 in the COX-1 modelled protein), whereas, the residue number of COX-2 model is given by fourteen minus the residue number of 1CVU (for example, Arg120 in 1CVU is Arg106 in COX-2-model). Selection of template, in both the cases, was categorically scrutinized on the basis of various parametric indicators like percentage of similarity between the target and the template sequences, e-value of sequences, query coverage and number of insertions and deletions. The final template sequences, showing the best overall alignment score, were chosen individually for both the proteins. The amino acid sequences of the selected individual templates were aligned to the amino acid sequences of the two respective target protein using MultAlin [@pone.0090637-Corpet1]. Prior to the modelling, the alignment file (alignment.ali), and template structure file (template.pdb) were assembled in a working directory. The template structures were then used to generate three dimensional structures of the Human COX-1 and COX-2 proteins using the stored files and *model-ligand.py* script of program MODELLER 9.11 [@pone.0090637-Eswar1]. Ten models were generated for each of the two proteins with the substrate AA overlaid in its corresponding position. The generated models were assessed using DOPE score (*assess_dope.py*) and Molpdf score (*assess_ga314.py*), generated by MODELLER 9.11, along with the Verify3D score [@pone.0090637-Eisenberg1] and Errat score [@pone.0090637-Colovos1]. Finally, the best model was selected based on the result of combined assessment analysis of above mentioned scoring functions and was subsequently stabilised using and molecular dynamics simulation.

Stabilisation of the modelled proteins {#s2b}
--------------------------------------

The GROMACS 4.5.5 [@pone.0090637-Pronk1] package (single precision) was used to perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the modelled proteins and all the protein-ligand complexes. The topologies for the ligands were generated using the ProDrg 2.5 server [@pone.0090637-Schuttelkopf1]. The protein topologies were prepared using the GROMOS96 43a1 force field, inherent to the Gromacs 4.5.5 package. Both modelled proteins were centred in a cubic box 0.80 nm from the box edge and the box was solvated with three point water model SPC. To neutralise the charged protein appropriate counter ions were added to the system. The solvated electroneutral system was relaxed through Steepest Descent energy minimization. Periodic boundary conditions were chosen to ensure that the protein remains well within the box while exploring the conformational space. The systems were equilibrated under the isothermal-isochoric ensemble followed by isothermal-isobaric ensemble, each for a time frame of 100ps. The production molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of 15ns and 10ns was performed for COX-1 and COX-2, respectively, with a time step of 2fs. Modified Berendsen thermostat V-rescale was used for temperature coupling and Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling was used. Reference temperature was kept as 300K with a coupling constant 0.1ps. Bond lengths were constrained using the procedure LINCS. Long-range electrostatics was evaluated using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) summation. The output of coordinates, trajectory, velocities and energies were recorded at every 2ps. Production MD was run till the final 5ns time frame was stable for both the protein simulations. To check the stability of the structures different analyses, like Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of the protein backbone (g_rms), Root Mean Square Fluctuations (RMSF) of the individual residues of the protein molecule (g_rmsf), Radius of gyration (Rg) of the entire protein molecule (g_gyrate), intra-protein hydrogen bond interactions analysis (g_hbond), were carried out using GROMACS 4.5.5. The lowest energy frame was extracted from the last 5ns stabilised region of the MD simulation trajectory. Subsequently, the ions and solvent molecules were removed from the extracted frame and this structure was further used for molecular docking.

Molecular Docking {#s2c}
-----------------

Molecular docking is an important tool used for scoring various poses of the ligand-receptor conformations and ranking those poses according to their overall stability, in terms of their binding energies. Docking algorithms can give insight into the molecular mechanism of inhibition of the target by the small molecule, by predicting the binding energy of their interaction, orientation of ligand within the receptor binding cavity, and the effect of the protein environment on the charge distribution on the ligand [@pone.0090637-Alonso1]. We, therefore, performed virtual molecular docking on amarogentin and 21 Food and Drug Association (FDA) approved small molecules, selective and non-selective, (listed in [**Table 1**](#pone-0090637-t001){ref-type="table"}) against the cyclooxygenases. The reason we did a comparative docking assessment of amarogentin against already approved leads were for two specific reasons, (i) we wanted to check whether the binding pattern of amarogentin was closer to selective or to the non-selective inhibitors of COX, and if the binding was significantly closer to selective inhibitors, then (ii) to access its comparative performance with the highly selective inhibitors.

10.1371/journal.pone.0090637.t001

###### AutoDock binding energy values and H-bond forming residues of the lead molecules.

![](pone.0090637.t001){#pone-0090637-t001-1}

                  COX-1            COX-2                    
  -------------- -------- ------------------------ -------- ---------------------------------
  Amarogentin     −7.67        Arg119, Ser352       −10.32   Tyr371, Ser516, Arg106, Met508
  Aspirin         −5.91        Ser529, Tyr347       −6.03                Ser516
  Celecoxib       −8.37    Tyr384, Ser529, Tyr347    −8.6            Ser516, Ser339
  Diclofenac      −7.19            Tyr347           −7.45            Ser516, Tyr371
  Etodolac        −7.87            Ser529           −7.19                Ser339
  Etoricoxib       −8.8            Tyr347           −10.41               Arg499
  Flurbiprofen     8.76      Arg119 (2 H Bonds)     −8.61            Arg106, Tyr341
  Ibuprofen       −7.81      Arg119 (2 H Bonds)     −7.34            Trp373, Phe367
  Indometacin     −5.12        Tyr354, Ile522       −8.35                Tyr341
  Ketoprofen      −9.04        Tyr384, Arg119       −8.81        Ser516, Ala513, Met508
  Ketorolac       −8.08      Arg119 (2 H Bonds)     −8.45                Trp373
  Lumiracoxib     −7.05      Arg119 (2 H Bonds)     −8.17                Ser516
  Meloxicam       −8.13             None            −10.29         Tyr371 (2 H bonds)
  Nabumetone      −8.13            Arg375           −8.67                Tyr371
  Naproxen        −7.88            Arg375           −8.24            Tyr371, Arg106
  Nimesulide      −8.69    Ala201, Tyr347, Ser529   −9.51            Tyr371, Ser516
  Parecoxib       −10.73           Ser529           −11.67           Ser339, Val335
  Piroxicam       −8.29            Ser529            −9.6    Ser516, Ser339, Ala513, Val 509
  Rofecoxib       −9.45            Tyr347           −9.72            Tyr371, Trp373
  Sulindac        −6.75            Tyr347           −9.87                Phe367
  Tolmetin        −7.92      Arg119 (2 H bonds)     −8.09            Trp373, Ser516
  Valdecoxib       −8.8    Ser529, Phe528, Tyr347   −9.51      Ser339 (2 H bonds), Val335

Docking prediction of high scoring poses of different COX inhibitors and their corresponding binding energy values was compared with the binding free energy of amarogentin. Subsequently, the H-bonding residues were also analysed for the stability of the docking poses.

Therefore, to predict the interactions of candidate ligand with their biomacromolecular target, AutoDockTools (ADT) v1.5.4 and AutoDock v4.2 [@pone.0090637-Morris1] were used. The stabilised protein structures extracted from molecular dynamics simulation trajectory were used for docking studies. AA coordinates were removed from both the stabilised complexes and only the target protein coordinates were saved. The receptor and ligand coordinate files were prepared using ADT in AutoDock specific coordinate file format, termed PDBQT. The receptor preparation included adding all hydrogens to the macromolecule, calculating partial atomic charges from the Gasteiger method and assigning AutoDock4 (AD4) atom types. The 3D coordinates of ligand molecules were downloaded from the free chemical database ChemSpider [@pone.0090637-Pence1] and prepared using ADT. The standard docking procedure was followed for a rigid protein and flexible ligand whose torsion angles were identified. Affinity maps for all atom types present, as well as electrostatic maps were computed with a grid of 50, 52, and 52 points in *x*, *y*, and *z* directions, respectively, and with a grid spacing of 0.375 Å. The Lamarckian genetic algorithm method was employed for 15 long docking simulation runs, while all other parameters were left as default. Using ADT the docking results were clustered based on conformational similarity and the protein-ligand interactions were visualised and saved in the PDB file format.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of COX-Amarogentin complexes {#s2d}
----------------------------------------------------------

A concurrent MD simulation was carried out for amarogentin-COX-1 and amarogentin-COX-2 complexes respectively, to address the behaviour of the ligand and protein in close vicinity. Similar parametric values, as described for the protein stabilisation dynamics, were applied to the ligand-protein complex run and all the protein-ligand complex simulations were carried out using GROMACS 4.5.5. Topologies for the ligand molecules were prepared using ProDrg 2.5 server. The docked complexes of amarogentin with COX-1 and COX-2, having the lowest binding scores, were simulated for 40ns to study the binding pattern and stability of ligand amarogentin within the active-site cavity of the two proteins, respectively. Additionally, we performed MD simulations for celecoxib-COX-2, valdecoxib-COX-2 and etoricoxib-COX-2 complexes, each for 20ns, using the same parameters as used in the case of amarogentin-COX-1 and amarogentin-COX-2 complexes. Index groups were created, using make_ndx script in GROMACS 4.5.5, to facilitate the selection of specified groups for further analysis. Analyses of the MD simulations, like RMSD, RMSF, R~g~, intra-protein hydrogen bonding, protein-ligand hydrogen bonding, hydrogen bonding between critical residues and the ligand molecule, were accomplished using various GROMACS analysis programs and GRACE plotting tool (<http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/>).

Binding Free Energy Analysis {#s2e}
----------------------------

A binding free energy analysis was carried out, for both the protein--ligand complexes (COX-1 and COX-2 with amarogentin) and three FDA approved selective molecules, celecoxib, etoricoxib and valdecoxib, using the MMGBSA (Molecular Mechanics-Generalized Born Surface Area) methods implemented in the AMBER Tools v12 (script *mm_pbsa.pl* by Ross Walker & Thomas Steinbrecher). Snapshots of COX-amarogentin complexes were extracted from the last 20ns of the MD trajectories at an interval of every 100ps. For other ligands equal number of snapshots were extracted from the stable section of RMSD trajectory. Interaction energies and solvation free energies were calculated individually for each of the complex, receptor and ligand to obtain an estimate of binding free energy, respectively, in each case using the MMGBSA protocol as described in [@pone.0090637-Massova1]. The final calculation excluded the entropy contribution to binding and, therefore, the free energy of binding would be an approximation of binding energy and can be used to compare relative ligand binding affinities of the complexes [@pone.0090637-Kollman1], [@pone.0090637-Campanera1]. For the MMGBSA calculation explicit water is replaced by solvent continuum enabling direct calculation of binding free energy[@pone.0090637-Kuhn1], [@pone.0090637-Gilson1]. Dielectric constant for implicit solvent was set to 80. The Generalized Born (GB) methodology [@pone.0090637-Sitkoff1] was applied to solve the polar contribution, using the parameterization as provided in [@pone.0090637-Bashford1]. Linear Combination of Pairwise Overlap (LCPO) method [@pone.0090637-Weiser1] was used to compute solvent accessible surface area. Individual binding energies for the complex, the protein, and the ligand molecule were calculated and the total binding free energy of the system, given by the sum of the individual binding free energies of these entities, was calculated. The difference between the binding energies of the complex, the free-protein, and free-ligand gives the totalbinding free energy value of the system, which is an indicative of the stability of the protein -- ligand complex, is represented by the binding free energy term ΔG~bind~.

Thermodynamic cycles employed for the MMGBSA calculations are represented below.

Where L is ligand, P is protein, LP is protein-ligand complex, ~aqu~ is aqueous phase and ~gas~ is gas phase. For each snapshot, binding free energy was calculated using the following equations:

Where, ***▵G~bind~*** is the total binding free energy of the system, which is calculated as the difference of the ***▵G~gas~*** ~**,**~ the interaction energies of the ligand and protein in the gas phase, and the solvation free energies of the ligand, the protein and the complex, represented by ***▵G^L^~Sol~*** ~,~ ***▵G^P^~Sol~***, and ***▵G^LP^~Sol~*** respectively.

Here, ***▵H~gas~*** represents the enthalpy term in the gas phase and ***T▵S*** is the conformational binding entropy.

The gas phase MM energy, given by the term ***▵E~MM~*** is the sum of contributing terms of the electrostatic energy, ***▵E~electrostatic~***, the van der Waals energy, ***▵E~vdw~*** and internal energies of the bonds, angles and dihedrals, ***▵E~internal~***

The total enthalpy term ***▵H~Total~*** is the summation of the gas phase enthalpy and salvation free energy. And the solvation free energy ***▵G~Sol~*** is the sum of the electrostatic or polar solvation free energy ***▵G~polar~*** and the non-polar solvation free energy, ***▵G~non-polar~*** terms.

Results and Discussion {#s3}
======================

Homology modelling of the target proteins {#s3a}
-----------------------------------------

The BLASTp results of the sequences, from both proteins, yielded multiple hits, but selective crystal structures containing the natural substrate, AA, bound to COX-1 and COX-2 were narrowed down upon. Selections of the templates were also influenced by their overall alignment score with the target sequences. These selections were done in order to, initially, understand the binding of the natural substrate in the active site channel, giving a better idea of blocking its access to the binding pocket, and subsequently, to keep the shape of the channel intact through the entire course of the analysis. Further, the alignment of the target and the template residues indicated large chunks of conserved regions between the target and the template sequences, especially that of the active site forming residues, \[[Figure S1](#pone.0090637.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. The above results are in strict accordance with the findings made by Chandrasekharan and Simmons [@pone.0090637-Chandrasekharan1] and endorse the fact that orthologs of both COX isoforms are conserved in vertebrates.

Supported by the initial findings, we generated 10 theoretical models, each, for COX-1 and COX-2, based on the MultAlin sequence alignment and model validation was carried out to identify the most favoured model. The best selected model of COX-1 showed an overall DOPE score of −69291, with a Verify3D score of 83% and an ERRAT quality factor analysis of ∼70. Similarly, the best selected model of COX-2 indicated a DOPE score of −67654, a Verify3D score of 80.50% and a quality factor score of 74.47 from the ERRAT server. Since the structures gave a low quality factor score, a further refinement was carried out by removing the heme group from the close proximity of the active site and by trimming the N- and C-terminal residues of the model which did not have an implicated effect on the active site symmetry, as described by Price and Jorgensen [@pone.0090637-PlountPrice1]. The quality of the processed models significantly improved after the refinement as it was observed that the Verify3D score and quality factor analysis score from ERRAT surged to 89.17% and to ∼73, respectively, for the COX-1 model. Similar scoring improvements were observed in the COX-2 model, with an ERRAT quality analysis score of ∼77 and a Verify3D score of around 91%. The overall structural integrity of the modelled proteins was further substantiated by a Ramachandran plot analysis which indicated nearly 90% residues in the most favoured region and 0.2% in the disallowed region for the COX-1 model, and had ∼93% residues in the most favoured region and no residues in the disallowed region for the COX-2 model. Residues corresponding to the binding cavity were present in the most favoured region, hinting towards no disorientation of the active site residues lining the cavity. Subsequent stabilisation of the protein models was carried out using molecular dynamics simulation to address the discrepancy surrounding the Ramachandran plot values of COX-1 and COX-2 and to standardize the structures for molecular docking.

Stabilisation of the modelled proteins {#s3b}
--------------------------------------

To impart stability to both modelled proteins, they were subjected to a MD simulation for 15ns and 10ns for COX-1 and COX-2, respectively. Presence of AA prevented the shrinkage of the binding cavity during the entire MD simulation. The overall protein stability was scored on various parametric features of the MD run, like the comparative assessment of RMSD, RMSF, and Rg of the initial and final frames of the MD run; and an appraisal of the intra-protein hydrogen bonding to check its overall stability in the course of the simulation. Analyses were conducted only after observing the atomic fluctuations of the protein in a constant x-axis, for a time frame of about 5ns, indicating a fairly stabilised model which can be used for systemic analysis. In this regard, the RMSD of all backbone atoms of the protein were observed to deviate up to 0.35nm, in case of COX-1, and up to 0.30nm, in case of COX-2 \[[Figure 2](#pone-0090637-g002){ref-type="fig"}\]. The COX-1 model attained stability after 10ns of MD run and maintained it through the final 5ns. On the contrary, COX-2 stabilised after the initial 5ns run and remained stable in the final 5ns. From the above results, it can be inferred that during the course of protein folding, the backbone lost its initial flexibility as the tertiary structure moved closer to a stable conformation indicating that the modelled protein did not correspond to the most stable conformation.

![RMSD of the backbone of COX-1 and COX-2 modelled proteins after stabilisation.\
Protein backbone RMSD of COX-1 model, over a time frame of 15ns (in black), shows stability in the last 5ns time frame, deviating about 0.35nm from the native structure whereas, protein backbone RMSD of COX-2 model, for 10ns (in red), achieved stability after 5ns and maintained till the final 10ns, with an average deviation of about 0.3nm. The plot has been generated using the GRACE plotting tool.](pone.0090637.g002){#pone-0090637-g002}

Another degree measure of the structural stability in MD simulation is the Rg. Rg sums-up the structural integrity of the model which is a direct implication of the inter-atomic distances of the protein residues in due course of the simulation. Both the models showed a fairly consistent Rg in the final 5ns time frame, with COX-1 showing a Rg of 2.34nm and COX-2 of a 2.30nm \[[Figure 3A](#pone-0090637-g003){ref-type="fig"}\]. This improved consistency in the Rg suggested a gradual stability attained by the structure in course of their folding, without compromising on the atomic compactness of their overall tertiary structures.

![Protein stability assessment in terms of Rg and RMSF.\
(A) The overall movement in the protein, with respect to the initial frame, is calculated using Rg plot. Rg plot for COX-1 (in black) showed an average deviation of 2.34nm and an average deviation of 2.30nm for COX-2 (in red). (B) Residue fluctuations were observed using the RMSF plot and the overall fluctuation was found to be marginal for both the proteins, with a maximum deviation occurring along the terminal residues and the loop region. The active site residues showed intactness for both COX-1 (black) and COX-2 (red) protein models with very low observed fluctuations. The plots have been generated using the GRACE plotting tool.](pone.0090637.g003){#pone-0090637-g003}

Similar inferences were drawn by comparing the RMSF of the two structures. Except for the terminal regions, which tend to show more fluctuation than the core residues, the RMSF for both COX-1 and COX-2 was observed to be around 0.2nm, implying a fair stability of the protein core over the course of simulation \[[Figure 3B](#pone-0090637-g003){ref-type="fig"}\]. The fluctuations observed in COX-1 and COX-2, around the core region, can be attributed to the presence of a large number of loops in the tertiary structure of both the isoforms. Since the loops are observed to have higher variability, it is known that the mean fluctuations of these regions are greater than the other secondary structures which are, generally, kept intact by the presence of H-bonds.

Analysis of intra-protein hydrogen bonding of both modelled proteins \[[Figure S2](#pone.0090637.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\] suggested a gradual stability after initial fluctuations, similar as observed in the case of their respective Rg plots. COX-1 made, on an average, 390 intra-protein hydrogen bonds (H-bonds), with an initial increase in the H-bond numbers till 7ns time frame and stabilising thereafter. Similarly, it was observed that the COX-2 protein model depicted an increased H-bond number up to the initial 5ns time frame but gradually stabilised for last 4ns time frame, with an average H-bond number around 410. There was an observed correlation between the initial increase in the RMSD and the intra-protein H-bonding of the two models, both of which gradually reached stability in the latter half of their respective MD runs. The initial deviations in the intra-protein H-bonding, the RMSD and the Rg, clearly suggest that the modelled protein did not, initially, qualify in terms of stability but with the progression of the simulation it reached a minimum-energy-maximum-stability phase. There was very little or no deviation observed in the models after they attained stability and was, therefore, regarded fit for further computational analysis.

Molecular Docking {#s3c}
-----------------

Amarogentin showed a high binding affinity for COX-2, with a binding energy of −10.32kcal/mol, against a binding energy of −7.67 kcal/mol for COX-1. Binding energy of amarogentin clustered with the binding energies of highly selective COX-2 inhibitors, like etoricoxib (−10.41 kcal/mol) and parecoxib (−11.67 kcal/mol). The reason for such, marginal yet characteristic, discrepancy in the binding energy values can be understood in terms of the difference in the binding site residues of the two isoforms. Among the most important differences, as highlighted by [@pone.0090637-Vane3], [@pone.0090637-Kurumbail2], [@pone.0090637-Kiefer1], the transition of Ile523 (Ile522 in the model COX-1) in COX-1 to Val523 (Val509 in COX-2 model) in COX-2 holds the key to selectivity. The Ile side chain is bulky and hence, sterically hinders the binding of larger compounds, like the selective COX-2 inhibitors. On the contrary, Val has a smaller side chain, having one methyl group less than the Ile side chain, providing just enough space for the bulky cyclic groups of the selective inhibitors to occupy.

Structure of amarogentin can be segregated into three subunits, with the iridoid (tetrahydropyranone) group and the trihydroxy-biphenyl carboxylic acid (TBCA) moiety at two opposite ends clumped together by a glucose molecule in the middle. In COX-1, amarogentin made a total of two H-bonds, one between Arg119 and the hydroxyl side chain of glucose, and the other between the Ser352 and the oxygen atom of the pyranose ring \[[Figure 4A](#pone-0090637-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S3A](#pone.0090637.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. A cation-π interaction was observed between Arg119 and the phenol ring of the TBCA moiety. The ligand also formed hydrophobic contacts with approximately 20 residues across the entire stretch of the hydrophobic channel. It however did not engage with the Ser529 in forming an H-bond, reason being the distance of over 3.5Å. This observation implicated towards a steric hindrance caused by the presence of Ile, not allowing the biphenyl group of the TBCA moiety to accommodate closer to the catalytic site residue in COX-1. Interactions with COX-2 yielded five H-bonds, two with Arg106, both with the pyran oxygen of the iridoid group, one each with Ser516, with the glycosidic oxygen, Tyr371, with the resorcinol moiety of the biphenyl sub-group, and Met508, with the phenol ring of the TBCA \[[Figure 4B](#pone-0090637-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S3B](#pone.0090637.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. The structure was further stabilised with the help of twelve hydrophobic residues and three polar residues making van der Waals contacts with the ligand. There were two coulombic interactions made by Glu510 and Arg499, providing an anchor towards the mouth of the channel. Quite uniquely, there were two π-π interactions, one with the phenyl group of the Tyr334 side chain and the benzoic acid ring of the TBCA, and the other between the benzene ring of Phe367 and the phenol group of the TBCA. The high binding energy of amarogentin, in case of COX-2, can be understood in terms of its above mentioned interaction profile, giving it a much stable appearance when compared to its binding pose with the COX-1. The Ile/Val transition at the position 523 (522 in the modelled COX-1 and 509 in the modelled COX-2) accounted for a marginal increase in the cavity space, enough for the biphenyl ring of amarogentin to accommodate without much steric resistance. The binding pattern of amarogentin, with the COX isoforms, was similar to the binding of the selective COX-2 inhibitors, which bind specifically around the catalytic site inside the hydrophobic channel. The final analysis of the two ligand-protein complexes therefore, suggested that both interactions were fairly stable, with amarogentin looking more comfortable inside the binding cavity of the COX-2. The complexes were thereafter, subjected to a molecular dynamics simulation analysis to evaluate their ligand-protein interaction and the overall stability of the complex, with respect to time.

![2D representation of the docking pose of amarogentin inside the hydrophobic cavity of COX.\
(A) The docking pose of amarogentin inside the binding cavity of COX-1 shows that besides forming several van der Waals interactions, amarogentin forms four H-bonds, two with Arg119 and one with Ser352. (B) A total of five H-bonds were also observed in the docked amarogentin-COX-2 complex, one each with Arg106, Ser516, Tyr371, and Met508. Amarogentin formed van der Waals interaction with a several residues along the hydrophobic channel. (Legend: green spheres represent hydrophobic residues; cyan spheres represent residues with polar side chains; red spheres and purple spheres show negatively and positively charged amino acid residues, respectively; solid red lines denote cation- π interaction; dotted purple lines indicate hydrogen bonds with side-chain atoms, with the direction of arrow denoting the acceptor atom; solid green lines indicate π-π interactions; and the grey spheres surrounding the atoms indicate that the atoms are exposed to solvent). The illustrations have been generated using Schrödinger Maestro open-source visualisation package.](pone.0090637.g004){#pone-0090637-g004}

As a clear understanding of the actual binding pattern of any ligand cannot, directly, be inferred from its best docking pose hence, the efficiency of the docking algorithm becomes important in cases where a comparative assessment is being carried out between the established and the novel leads. In this accord, we searched for existing crystal structures of selective and non-selective inhibitors bound to COX on the PDB database and retrieved ten crystal structure records, five each for COX-1 and COX-2 \[Table S3\]. Subsequently, we analysed their binding and orientation and compared it to the predicted docking poses. Due to the absence of crystal structures for the majority of the above listed ligands, the smaller sample size of co-crystallised lead molecules can possibly result in a bias while addressing the overall efficiency of the AutoDock, which recently was identified to be efficient in correlating the docking poses to the experimental data with a comparable efficiency to that of the commercial docking algorithms, like Gold and Glide [@pone.0090637-Adeniyi1]. We observed that docked poses were fairly similar to the crystal orientation for the available crystal structures with the RMSD of the docked poses to their crystal structure orientations ranging between 0.15Å to 1.13Å, implying towards the high efficiency of the docking algorithm. Therefore, to support the docking predictions, a comparative analysis of the actual stability of both ligand-receptor complexes was carried out using long MD simulations.

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of COX-Inhibitor complexes {#s3d}
--------------------------------------------------------

The stability of amarogentin and the three coxibs inside the binding cavity of the target was reviewed using a 40ns and 20ns MD simulation, respectively. Since the change in the ligand and protein RMSDs, over the course of the entire MD run, can predict the overall stability of their complex, we generated separate RMSD plots for the ligands and the COX isoforms to analyse their overall behaviour in the course of the simulation.

While observing the amarogentin-COX complex it was observed that the protein RMSD \[[Figure 5](#pone-0090637-g005){ref-type="fig"}\] highlighted that COX-1 did not attain a stable conformation for a long stretch of the entire 40ns run, deviating by almost 0.3nm from the native structure. The COX-1 RMSD initially rose to 0.3nm at 3ns, came down marginally to 0.25nm at approximately 4.5ns and kept on elevating thereafter, till the final 40ns. Protein RMSD of COX-2 gave indications of an initial increase in the RMSD, reaching ∼2.3nm at around 5ns time frame and then attaining significant stability around 15ns. Surprisingly, the RMSD of COX-2 further dipped to about 0.18nm at around 28ns and remained stable, fluctuating in a very narrow range till the final 40ns. It was observed in context to the above results that the deviation in the RMSD of the COX-1 was comprehensively larger than that of the COX-2, suggesting the formation of a possible stable complex of the amarogentin with the latter. Subsequent analysis of the RMSD of the amarogentin gave a completely different picture about its stability in the two protein complexes. It was observed in the case of COX-1that amarogentin initially deviated up to ∼0.3nm around 7ns time frame, thereafter stabilising at an average RMSD of ∼0.23nm for the rest 40ns \[[Figure S5A](#pone.0090637.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. To investigate this seemingly unusual phenomenon, we analysed the frames just after the ligand attained stability and observed that the amarogentin had completely disoriented from its initial position and that it had slightly shifted from the constricted upper channel towards the lower end of the binding pocket, where that conformation was marginally preferred to the previous one. On the other hand, amarogentin indicated a correlated stability with COX-2, as it was observed that after reaching a peak value of ∼0.22nm around the 7ns time frame, the RMSD of the ligand remained stable across next 20ns MD run, with an average RMSD of around 0.2nm \[[Figure S5B](#pone.0090637.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. As observed with the RMSD of the COX-2, the RMSD of the amarogentin came down to ∼1.8nm around 30ns time frame, and remained the same for the final 10ns of the MD run. This correlated stability of the amarogentin and the COX-2 hinted towards a better inhibition when compared to the inhibition of the COX-1 by the amarogentin.

![RMSD of amarogentin-COX complexes for 40ns time frame.\
RMSD of amarogentin-COX-1 complex (black) shows an elevation in the deviation from the initial structure, reaching around 0.3nm for the final 40ns frame. The RMSD of amarogentin-COX-2 complex (red) showed initial deviations but attained stability at 15ns and remained so till the final 40ns time frame with an RMSD of 0.18nm. The plots have been generated using the GRACE plotting tool.](pone.0090637.g005){#pone-0090637-g005}

The difference in the RMSD of protein and ligand, through the entire 40ns frame, was subsequently compared to the change in structural orientation of the ligand in the binding cavity of both proteins. The 40ns frame of both ligand-protein complexes demonstrated significant difference in their individual stability. The amarogentin completely disoriented from its original position in the COX-1 binding cavity \[[Figure 6A](#pone-0090637-g006){ref-type="fig"}\], partially breaching the binding cavity gate \[[Figure 6B](#pone-0090637-g006){ref-type="fig"}\], forming a single H-bond with Ser352 \[[Figure 7A](#pone-0090637-g007){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S4A](#pone.0090637.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]**.** The amarogentin-COX-2 complex attained further stability, in terms of structural orientation of the ligand, with the amarogentin forming a total of six H-bond interactions, two with Arg106 and one each with Tyr341, His337, Met508 and with Ser516 \[[Figure 7B](#pone-0090637-g007){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S4B](#pone.0090637.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. Above observations indicate that the amarogentin was not able to form desired H-bond interactions with the active site residues of COX-1, the reason being a constricted channel sterically inhibiting a favourable binding, rendering the ligand unstable and thus, changing its orientation by retracing its course towards the binding channel gate \[[Figure 8](#pone-0090637-g008){ref-type="fig"}\]. On the contrary, the reasonable stability of the amarogentin in the COX-2 binding cavity can be attributed to the fact that the smaller side chain of the Val, present near the catalytic site, provided space for the bulky biphenyl moiety of the TBCA to sit, thereby enabling a stronger binding. The difference in the structural stability is, eventually, possible from the superimposition of the initial and final frames of both the complexes. Therefore, the above results entail a possible selectivity profile of the amarogentin for the inducible isoform. MD runs, of 20ns each for celecoxib, valdecoxib and etoricoxib bound to COX-2, were also carried out to account for the binding free energy analysis, which was used to facilitate a comparative view of the possible inhibitory property of amarogentin in context to the established FDA approved compounds. The MD runs in case of amarogentin-COX complexes were extended upto 40ns only to observe their relative stability over the course of simulation, which could shed light on the possible mechanism of selectivity, whereas that was not the objective in case of MD simulations pertaining to the coxibs as they are well established selective COX-2 inhibitors.

![Interaction of amarogentin with COX-1 based on its position at 0ns and 40ns.\
(A) Interaction of amarogentin with channel gate forming residues, at 0ns (red) and 40ns (yellow). The movement in the position and angle of the residue, at 0ns (green) and 40ns (cyan), can differentiate their deviations and suggest a movement of amarogentin outside the channel breaching the channel gate. (B) Position of amarogentin at 0ns (red) and at 40ns (yellow) clearly indicates a complete shift in its orientation, in the course of the simulation. The figure was generated using the PyMol molecular visualisation tool.](pone.0090637.g006){#pone-0090637-g006}

![2D representation of the binding pose of amarogentin inside the hydrophobic cavity of COX isoforms after 40ns simulation.\
(A) Amarogentin formed only one H-bond with Ser352 in the COX-1 hydrophobic cavity. However, atoms which formed H-bonds after docking were present as van der Waal contacts. (B) Amarogentin made a total of six hydrogen bonds and was positioned up in the channel making the pose look more stable after simulation. Legends are same as expressed in [Figure 4](#pone-0090637-g004){ref-type="fig"}. The illustrations have been generated using Schrödinger Maestro open-source visualisation package.](pone.0090637.g007){#pone-0090637-g007}

![Interaction of amarogentin with COX-2 based on its position at 0ns and 40ns.\
(A) Interaction of amarogentin with channel gate forming residues, at 0ns (red) and 40ns (yellow). There is comparatively less deviation in the side chains of channel gate residues at 0ns (green) and at 40ns (cyan). (B) Change in the position of amarogentin at 0ns (red) and at 40ns (yellow) indicate a marginal deviation in its structure at 40ns from the native 0ns structure. The illustrations were generated using the PyMol molecular visualisation tool.](pone.0090637.g008){#pone-0090637-g008}

Binding Free Energy Analysis {#s3e}
----------------------------

To estimate the overall binding free energy of the ligand, protein and their complex, so as to correlate it to the extent of their overall stabilisation, we performed MMGBSA analysis. Though both MMPBSA and MMGBSA can be used to calcualate the binding free energy of a ligand-protein system, we have addressed the binding energy in terms of the latter, as it is reportedly more efficient for analysing binding free energy of the MD simulations [@pone.0090637-Hou1]. The hydrophobic contribution was expressed in terms of solvation free energy, represented by ΔG~non-polar~. The ΔG~non-polar~ values for amarogentin-COX-1 and amarogentin-COX-2 complexes were found to be −7.53 KCal/mol and −7.81 KCal/mol respectively, suggesting a fairly equal hydrophobic contribution for both complexes. This is also in accordance with the MD results, indicating relatively equal number of van der Waals interactions formed by both proteins with the ligand molecule. Another variable contributing to the solvation free energy is the non-bonded electrostatic energy, depicted by ΔG~polar~, whose values were determined to be 27.99KCal/mol and 57.91KCal/mol, for amarogentin-COX-1complex and amarogentin-COX-2 complex, respectively, hinting a swing towards the electrostatic contribution rather than hydrophobic one to stabilise the complexes, subsequently, higher in case of COX-2. To address the total non-polar and polar contributions to the solvation, ΔG~sol~ scores were compared and it was observed to be 20.45KCal/mol for amarogentin-COX-1complex and 50.11KCal/mol for amarogentin-COX-2 complex. ΔG~sol~ values are in agreement with the high ΔG~polar~ score for COX-2 complex, significantly higher than that of COX-1 complex due to greater electrostatic interaction energy contribution. ΔG~Ele~ sums-up the overall electrostatic energies from solvation free energy and the molecular mechanics (MM) electrostatic contributions (ΔE~electrostatic~). The ΔG~GB~ values were observed to be 28.37KCal/mol for amarogentin- COX-1 complex, and 31.11KCal/mol for amarogentin-COX-2 complex. In general, electrostatic interactions in proteins arise due to the presence of anionic amino acids, like aspartic acid, and cationic amino acids, like lysine. When such residues are present in close vicinity of the ligand molecule, they exert a coulombic force at a shorter distance. On examination of the interactions made by amarogentin with COX-1 and COX-2 it was identified that while the latter formed multiple electrostatic interactions, the former failed to contact any positive or negative residues.

The calculated values of the ΔG~bind~ for amarogentin-COX-1 complex was determined to be −8.57KCal/mol, whereas, for amarogentin-COX-2 complex was found to be −52.35KCal/mol. The discrepancy in the ΔG~bind~ values for both complexes implies that the interaction between amarogentin and COX-1 is less favourable in terms of the overall energy supporting this interaction, whereas, the ΔG~bind~ value for amarogentin-COX-2 complex predicts the possibility of a favourable interaction. Inclusion of the entropy term might optimize the real time equivalent of the binding free energy individualistically but for understanding selectivity upon comparison of ΔG~bind~ it might not turn out to be insightful. However, such large divergence in the overall binding free energy value can bolster the possibility that amarogentin can possibly be a selective inhibitor of the inducible COX isoform. Further to support our findings we did a comparative MMGBSA of three FDA approved COX-2 selective inhibitors. The comparison between the calculated binding free energy values and the experimentally derived values is shown in [Table 2](#pone-0090637-t002){ref-type="table"}. The experimental values were derived from the IC50 values [@pone.0090637-Riendeau1]. From this table, it is evident that the compounds show linear relationship between the experimentally derived binding free energy and calculated binding free energy. It was also observed that amarogentin has the lowest calculated binding free energy, which suggest it to be a possible selective COX-2 inhibitor. The input files used for the final interaction energy calculations are provided as Supporting Information zip file.

10.1371/journal.pone.0090637.t002

###### Comparison of calculated Binding free energies for COX-2 selective drugs with known experimental data.

![](pone.0090637.t002){#pone-0090637-t002-2}

  Ligand         ΔE~electrostatic~   ΔE~vdw~   ΔE~internal~   ΔG~gas~   ΔG~polar~   ΔG~non-polar~   ΔG~sol~   ΔG~Ele~ [a](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}   ΔG~bind~   ΔG~exp~ [b](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------- ------------------- --------- -------------- --------- ----------- --------------- --------- ------------------------------------------ ---------- ------------------------------------------
  Amarogentin         −26.80         −75.66        0.00       −102.46     57.91         −7.61        50.11                     31.11                      −52.35                       −
  Celecoxib           −15.51         −51.71        0.00       −67.23      31.47         −4.66        26.81                     15.96                      −40.41                     −10.01
  Valdecoxib          −10.82         −43.68        0.00       −54.51      29.67         −3.86        25.81                     18.85                      −28.70                     −8.31
  Etoricoxib          −13.48         −59.52        0.00       −73.00      52.28         −6.28        46.01                     38.80                      −27.00                     −8.17

ΔG~Ele~  =  ΔEelectrostatic + ΔGpolar.

ΔG~exp~  =  −RTln(IC~50~).

Overall Interaction of amarogentin with COX-1 and COX-2 {#s3f}
-------------------------------------------------------

The overall stability of the ligand is proportionally linked with its activity, which is in turn influenced by factors, such as ligand orientation within the receptor binding pocket, change in the conformation of the binding site residues with the change in the ligand symmetry, and formation of bonded and/or non-bonded interaction with the residues lining the binding cavity. Similarly, the protein structure is also stabilised by both bonded and non-bonded interaction. The essential bonded interactions stabilising a protein molecule include the peptide bonds and the disulphide linkages. The peptide bonds are formed between the carboxyl group and the amino group of subsequent amino acids. Disulphide linkages are observed when two cysteine residues come close enough to allow electron pairing between two adjacent sulphur atoms. The three dimensional structure of the protein, however, is mainly maintained by the presence of non-bonded interactions which predominantly include the H-bonds, the electrostatic interactions and the van der Waals interactions. H-bonds are formed between molecules containing polar side chains, that is, either hydrogen or oxygen as a side chain residue. Electrostatic interactions result due the presence of charged amino acid residues, like the negatively charged aspartic acid and the positively charged arginine residues, across a very short distance. Some non-bonded interactions, like π-π and cation-π interactions, occur less frequently. A π-π interaction occurs due to the presence of two aromatic rings placed close to each other while the cation-π interaction occurs between a positively charged residue and an aromatic ring. The aggregated sum of all bonded and non-bonded interactions exerted on a molecule, at any time *t*, is known as the applied force field on that molecule. The force field is a time function as all bonded and non-bonded interactions change with respect to time and it fluctuates collaterally with the change in the symmetry of protein-ligand complex. These factors often determine the total binding free energy of the ligand-receptor interaction and are used as a parameter to evaluate the stability of the overall complex. Therefore, to completely appreciate the extent of ligand binding and the stability of both complexes, it is necessary to account for the subtle changes in the values of force field parameters over time.

Initially, the docking results of amarogentin with COX-1 and COX-2 gave a vague picture of its binding mode inside the hydrophobic channel and its possible selectivity for COX-2 as both proteins were observed to form an almost equal number of non-bonded contacts with the ligand molecule after docking. As the ligand was bound inside the hydrophobic binding channel, it formed the majority of its non-bonded interaction with hydrophobic and very few with polar residues, in both COX isoforms. There were, however, substantial differences between the bindings of the ligand molecule inside the two protein cavities. As indicated in earlier, the TBCA moiety formed van der Waals interaction with the catalytic site residue Ser529 of COX-1, though it failed to make any H-bond interaction with the same. The phenol ring of the TBCA moiety was partially stabilised by the van der Waals interactions with Val115 and a cation-π interaction of the phenol group with Arg119 side chain. The iridoid subgroup entered deeper in the binding cavity and was surrounded by hydrophobic residues, drawing it to form van der Waals interactions. The glucose molecule acted as an anchor to possibly stabilise the entire molecule, giving it some sort of symmetry. It formed one H-bond each with Arg119 (2.30Å) and Ser352 (2.32Å), acting as an acceptor for both. After 40ns MD run, results indicated the presence of only one H-bond between the iridoid group and Ser352 (1.52 Å). The ligand was also engaged towards forming electrostatic interactions with Glu523 and Arg119. The fall in the number of H-bonds indicated a shear loss in the overall stability of the molecule inside the protein cavity. Amarogentin being a bulky molecule cannot withstand constrictions and steric clashes with the surrounding residues. This was observed after the final 40ns MD run as amarogentin completely changed its orientation, inside the binding cavity of COX-1 and slowly moved towards the cavity gates, breaching them in the process. There was huge difference observed in the initial and final orientation of the gate forming residues Arg119, Glu523 and Tyr354. The movement of amarogentin, partially, outside the binding cavity of COX-1 \[[Figure 9](#pone-0090637-g009){ref-type="fig"}\], few non-bonded interactions after the 40ns MD simulation, and a comparatively higher binding free energy value are all indicative of the very fact that amarogentin-COX-1 complex may not be very stable and the ligand possibly cannot inhibit the protein cyclooxygenation step.

![Movement of amarogentin inside the COX-1 binding cavity.\
Amarogentin after 40ns (green) simulation shows a clear movement outside the binding channel (grey) with respect to its initial 0ns frame (purple), indicating that the complex may not be stable in nature. The figure was generated using the PyMol molecular visualisation tool.](pone.0090637.g009){#pone-0090637-g009}

On the contrary, amarogentin demonstrated a better binding mode with the residues lining the hydrophobic cavity of COX-2, supported by the results obtained from docking and subsequent MD simulation analyses. Amarogentin maintained a high H-bond index with COX-2, starting with five H-bonds after docking to six after the final 40ns MD run, suggesting an increased stability of the ligand inside the channel. On close examination of the ligand-protein complex, we observed that amarogentin made two H-bonds with Arg106 (1.85 and 1.93Å), and single H-bonds with Ser516 (1.48Å), Tyr341 (2.34Å), His337 (2.14Å) and Met508 (1.97Å), keeping it well within the hydrophobic channel. Equally high number of van der Waals interactions around the ligand molecule, especially around the TBCA and the iridoid moieties were recorded. Contrasting these values with the values obtained after docking, where amarogentin formed five H-bonds with Arg106 (1.90Å and 2.42Å), Ser516 (2.20Å), Met508 (2.16Å), and Tyr371 (1.95Å), we observe a steady increase in the stability of the ligand. The H-bond distances have reduced significantly in the four conserved interactions and the addition of two more interaction further balances the overall orientation of the structure. The residues which formed H-bonds after docking but failed to do so after the simulation did, however, form close hydrophobic contacts, suggesting a minor deviation in the structural orientation of the ligand. Among the two π-π interactions observed after docking, one with Tyr334 was conserved, adding further to the total stability of the ligand. Analysis of the channel gate forming residues, before and after the simulation suggested no deleterious change in the symmetry of the side chains of these residues. Therefore, subtle variations in the structural organization of the binding channel can bring about a great deal of difference in terms of the selective ligand binding.

In this context, amarogentin showed a binding mode similar to that of the selective inhibitors. The biphenyl ring of the TBCA moiety positioned itself near the active site residue and formed an H-bond with Ser516, acting as an acceptor group by pulling the hydrogen from the terminal hydroxyl group of Ser516. The glucose molecule acts as a donor group while forming H-bonds with the terminal phenol ring in Tyr341 and with the imidazole ring in His337. The iridoid group chokes the channel by forming two H-bond interactions with terminal hydroxyl groups of Arg106 side chain, thus, not allowing the natural substrate to enter inside the cavity. These interactions possibly contribute to a lower binding free energy profile of amarogentin-COX-2 complex, making it a favourable complex. The overall interaction profile of both COX-1 and COX-2, with amarogentin, has been listed in [Table 3](#pone-0090637-t003){ref-type="table"} **.** Therefore, above evidences enlighten the possible selective mechanism of amarogentin action on COX-2, sparing the constitutive COX-1 in the process. The mechanism of action of amarogentin can be similar to the selective COX-2 inhibitors, which might be attributed to the fact that amarogentin can also utilise the subtle differences in the residual organisation in the binding cavity of the two COX isoforms.

10.1371/journal.pone.0090637.t003

###### Overall Non-bonded Interaction profile of amarogentin with COX-1 and COX-2.

![](pone.0090637.t003){#pone-0090637-t003-3}

                                                                                                  COX-1 After Docking                                                                                                                          COX-1 After Simulation                                                                                                                     COX-2 After Docking                                                                                                                        COX-2 After Simulation
  ------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Hydrogen Bond**                                                                                  Arg119, Ser352                                                                                                                                    Ser352                                                                                                                  Arg106 (2 bonds), Ser516, Tyr371, Met508                                                                                                Arg106 ( 2 bonds), Ser516, Met508, Tyr341, His337
  **π-π Interaction**                                                                                     None                                                                                                                                          None                                                                                                                                Tyr334, Phe367                                                                                                                                   Tyr334
  **Cation-π Interaction**                                                                               Arg119                                                                                                                                         None                                                                                                                                     None                                                                                                                                         None
  **Electrostatic Interaction**                                                                           None                                                                                                                                     Glu523, Arg119                                                                                                                           Glu510, Arg499                                                                                                                                    None
  **van der Waals Interaction**    Leu533, Ser529, Leu534, Leu530, Tyr347, Ile522, Ala526, Met521, Leu383, Gly525, Trp386, Tyr384, Ile516, Phe517, Leu351, Ser515, Asn514, and Val384   Leu111, Trp99, Tyr354, Ser529, Leu530, Tyr384, Val348, Ala526, Leu351, Pro85, Ile522, His89, Thr88, Thr93, Leu92, Val115, and Leu114   Val355, Val330, Phe195, Thr192, Phe191, Trp373, Val509, Ala513, Gly512, Leu517, Ser339, Val102, Leu338, Leu345, Phe504, His75, and Tyr371   Leu345, Phe343, Gln336, Ser339, Val335, Phe184, Leu338, Phe367, Trp373, Leu370, Phe504, Tyr371, Gly572, Val509, Ala513, Leu517, and Val102

The total interaction profile of amarogentin covers the H-bond interactions, electrostatic interactions, π-π interactions, cation-π interaction, and the van der Waals interactions.

Summary {#s4}
=======

PDMEs have long been serving as precursors for various modern therapeutic concoctions. Several medicinal plants, with immense potential to provide new lead compounds, are often not very well appreciated. These plants have been a part of the ethnomedicinal practice of local communities for several centuries; however, they fail to make any significant global impact. *Swertia chirayita*, a Himalayan medicinal plant, has been known to contain certain constituents which play significant role in curing multiple disorders. Amarogentin, a bitter secoridoid isolate from *S. chirayita*, is reported to have implications in different patho-physiological ailments and inhibition of COX-2 in the mouse skin carcinogenesis model. However, its inhibitory mechanism against the inducible COX isoform is not very well understood. In order to establish the drug-likelihood of amarogentin, it has to be selective in its action, that is, acting on the induced isoform while sparing the constitutive one. This work, therefore, proposes possible selective inhibitory mechanism of amarogentin against COX-2. We observed that the stability of amarogentin-COX-2 complex was par exceeding the stability of amarogentin-COX-1 complex, thus, highlighting its selective profile for the induced isoform. So far, there has been no report suggesting a selective inhibition of COX-2 by a secoiridoid glycoside. This work, therefore, delineates the possibility of finding an efficient and selective COX-2 inhibitor from this phytochemical class, subject to further exploration.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================

###### 

**Pairwise sequence alignment of COX-1 and COX-2 to their respective template sequences.** (A) Alignment of Human COX-1 \[Uniprot ID: P23219\] to the template sequence of *Ovis aries* \[PDB ID: 1DIY: A\], with 94% identity and 92% query coverage. (B) Sequence alignment of Human COX-2 \[Uniprot ID: P35354\] with the template sequence from *Mus musculus* \[PDB ID: 1CVU: A\], with an overall sequence identity of 88% and a query coverage of 91%. The binding cavity residues in both proteins were found to be conserved. The alignment diagram was generated using the MultAlign online interface.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Intra-protein hydrogen bonding in COX-1 and COX-2 during model stabilisation MD run.** (A) Intra-protein H-bonds in COX-1, on an average COX-1 made around 390 intra-protein H-bonds over the entire MD simulation of 15ns. (B) Intra-protein H-bonds in COX-2, average H-bond number, for the entire course of 10ns MD run, was around 410 in COX-2. The plots have been generated using the GRACE plotting tool.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**3D orientation of amarogentin inside COX-1 and COX-2 binding site after docking.** (A) Amarogentin bound to the COX-1 active site shows two H-bonds, one with the amine group of Arg119 and the other with the hydroxyl side chains of Ser352. (B) Amarogentin makes five H-bonds with COX-2 after docking, two with the Arg106 and one each with Tyr371, Met508 and Ser516. The figure has been generated using Schrödinger Maestro open-source visualisation package.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**3D representation of the binding of amarogentin with two COX isoforms after 40ns time frame.** (A) Binding of amarogentin inside the binding cavity of COX-1, there is a shift in its orientation after 40ns and it forms only one H-bond with Ser352. (B) Binding pose of amarogentin inside the COX-2 binding cavity, the structure looks stable as it forms multiple H-bonds with the residues lining the cavity. The figure has been generated using Schrödinger Maestro open-source visualisation package.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**RMSD of amarogentin in complex with COX-1 and COX-2 over the entire 40ns simulation.** (A) Amarogentin shows a good overall stability after initial fluctuations inside the COX-1 binding cavity. (B) The stability of amarogentin is correlated with the overall stability of the amarogentin-COX-2 complex, with an increased stability in the final 10ns. The plot has been generated using the GRACE plotting tool.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**PDB structures used to compare the docked poses.**

(DOC)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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